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Author Challenges McCarthy Probes, Risks Jail

William J. McCarthy, a well-known labor leader and union organizer, has challenged the efforts of Joseph McCarthy and his allies to investigate labor unions and other organizations. McCarthy, who has been involved in labor unions for many years, has accused McCarthy of using his power to silence dissent and suppress democratic rights.

The Senate Select Committee on Government Operations, headed by McCarthyan ally Senator Joseph R. McCarthy of Wisconsin, has been investigating labor unions and other organizations for alleged subversive activities.

McCarthy has accused the committee of using its power to silence dissent and suppress democratic rights. He has also accused the committee of using its power to suppress labor unions and other organizations.

McCarthy has challenged the committee's efforts to investigate labor unions and other organizations, and he has accused McCarthy of using his power to silence dissent and suppress democratic rights.
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McCarthy has challenged the committee's efforts to investigate labor unions and other organizations, and he has accused McCarthy of using his power to silence dissent and suppress democratic rights.